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Abstract
In this paper it is shown that, for any odd integer t > 3, the line graph LKt is the
unique maximal graph having the cycle Ct as a star complement for the eigenvalue ÿ2.
This result yields a characterization of LG for Hamiltonian graphs G with an odd
number of vertices. We also show that, if t  r  s, where r and s are odd integers > 1,
then, provided that t 6 8; LKt is the unique maximal graph having Cr [ Cs as a star
complement for the eigenvalue ÿ2. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
AMS classification: 05C50
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1. Introduction
Rowlinson [11] drew attention to an analogy between the characterization of
finite simple groups by the centralizer of an involution and the characterization
of finite simple graphs by a star complement H for an eigenvalue l 62 fÿ1; 0g:
This has been the incentive for a number of papers characterizing particular
graphs, for example the Clebsch graph [10], the Schlafli graph [8], and the
Higman–Sims graph [12]. Successful analysis of situations in which H is one of
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an infinite family of graphs has been largely contingent on the existence of an
absolute bound on the number of distinct eigenvalues of H (cf. [8]). Here we
characterize the line graph LKt (t odd) as the unique maximal graph G having
the odd cycle Ct as a star complement for ÿ2. (In this situation the number of
distinct eigenvalues of H is 1
2
t  1.) By the Interlacing Theorem, such a graph
G has least eigenvalue ÿ2 and hence [2] is either a generalized line graph or a
graph with at most 36 vertices representable by the root system E8: As observed
in [6], it follows that if t P 37 then G  LKt. This conclusion also holds when
t  5 [13] and t  7 [4]. Accordingly, our result closes the gap 96 t6 35 In
Section 2 we provide a uniform proof, independent of the classification of
graphs with least eigenvalue ÿ2, and we deduce a characterization of LG for
Hamiltonian graphs G with an odd number of vertices. In Section 3 we char-
acterize LKt when t is even and not equal to 8.
We take G to be an undirected graph without loops or multiple edges, with
vertex set V G  f1; 2; . . . ; ng, and with 0; 1-adjacency matrix A. Let P de-
note the orthogonal projection of Rn onto the eigenspace El of A, and let
fe1; e2; . . . ; eng be the standard orthonormal basis of Rn. Since El is spanned
by the vectors Pejj  1; 2; . . . ; n there exists X  V G such that the vectors
Pej j 2 X  form a basis for El. Such a subset X of V(G) is called a star set for
l in G, or (in the context of star partitions [5, Section 7.1]) a star cell. An
equivalent definition is the following [5, Theorem 7.2.9] if l has multiplicity k
then a star set for l in G is a set X of k vertices of G such that l is not an
eigenvalue of Gÿ X . The graph H  Gÿ X ; called the star complement for l
corresponding to X ; is the subgraph of G induced by X ; the complement of X in
V G:
Given l and H, adjacencies between vertices of any star set X are determined
uniquely by the H-neighbourhoods of these vertices. This is a consequence of
the Reconstruction Theorem, one version of which may be stated as follows ([5,
Theorems 7.4.1, 7.4.4]).
Theorem 1.1. Let G be a graph with adjacency matrix
A  AX B
T
B C
 
; 1
where AX is the adjacency matrix of the subgraph induced by the vertex set X.
Then X is a star set for l in G if and only if l is not an eigenvalue of C and
lI ÿ AX  BTlI ÿ Cÿ1B: 2
In applications of this theorem, C is the adjacency matrix of the star com-
plement H  Gÿ X ; and the matrix B determines the H-neighbourhoods of
vertices in X (more precisely, the columns of B are the characteristic vectors of
these vertices).
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If l 62 fÿ1; 0g; distinct vertices in X have distinct H-neighbourhoods [5,
Corollary 7.3.6], and it follows that there are only finitely many graphs with a
prescribed star complement H for l: Moreover any graph with H as a star
complement for l is an induced subgraph of such a graph G for which X is
maximal. In general there may be a number of dierent maximal graphs with H
as a star complement for l; and the star sets X involved may be of dierent
sizes. However, we will see that in the situations investigated in this paper, a
unique maximal graph exists.
2. Star complement Ct (t odd)
Let t be an odd integer P 5; and let G be a graph with Ct as a star com-
plement for ÿ2. In Theorem 1.1, with l  ÿ2, let C be an adjacency matrix for
Ct: we may take C  circul0; 1; 0; 0; . . . ; 0; 0; 1. Let X be a star set for ÿ2, and
let v be an arbitrary vertex in X. Equating v; v entries in (2), we obtain
bTMb  8, where b is the characteristic vector of v and M  42I  Cÿ1. It
may be checked that M  mij; where
mij  ÿ1
ijt  2iÿ 2j if i6 j;
ÿ1ijt ÿ 2i 2j if i > j:

The equation bTMb  8 can be written as MS  8, where S is the set of
neighbours of v in Ct (i.e. S  fu 2 V Ct : u  vg, and MS is the sum of the
entries of the principal submatrix of M determined by S.
In order to identify the sets S with the property MS  8 we will establish
the following result.
Proposition 2.1. Let t be an odd integer P 3, and let S be a subset of the vertex
set of Ct. If jSj is even, with jSj  2h, then MSP 4h; with equality if and only if
S consists of h pairs of adjacent vertices of Ct:
We prepare for the proof by setting up some notation and terminology. Let
the vertices of Ct be labelled 1; 2; . . . ; t, and let n  jSj  2h. Let Sk 
fv1; v2; . . . ; vnÿ1; kg where 16 v1 < v2 <    < vnÿ16 t. Regard v1; v2; . . . ; vnÿ1 as
fixed, and k as a variable element of f1; 2; . . . ; tg n fv1; v2; . . . ; vnÿ1g. We
have
MSk  nt 
X
16 i<j6 nÿ1
2mvi;vj  2
Xnÿ1
i1
mvi;k:
Our initial aim is to minimise MSk for k 2 f1; 2; . . . ; tg n fv1; v2; . . . ; vnÿ1g and
this is equivalent to minimising
Pnÿ1
i1 mvi ;k. For integer values of k such that
vr < k < vr1 (where r 2 f1; 2; . . . ; nÿ 2g), we can write MSk 
c ÿ1k2gk, where
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c  nt 
X
16 i<j6 nÿ1
2mvi ;vj
and
gk 
Xr
i1
ÿ1vit  2vi ÿ 2k 
Xnÿ1
ir1
ÿ1vit ÿ 2vi  2k:
Here we can allow also the values r  0 and r  nÿ 1 in order to include values
of k 2 f1; 2; . . . ; tg such that k < v1 and k > vnÿ1, respectively. We have
gk  2ark  br, where, for 06 r6 nÿ 1,
ar  ÿ
Xr
i1
ÿ1vi 
Xnÿ1
ir1
ÿ1vi ;
br 
Xr
i1
ÿ1vit  2vi 
Xnÿ1
ir1
ÿ1vit ÿ 2vi:
Note, in particular, that
a0 
Xnÿ1
i1
ÿ1vi  ÿanÿ1:
From the relation ar  arÿ1 ÿ 2ÿ1vr we see that the value of ar changes in
steps of 2. Note also that ar is always an odd integer, and in particular is never
equal to zero.
Now define gx for all real numbers in the interval 0; t as follows:
gx 
2a0x b0 if 06 x6 v1;
2ar  br if vr6 x6 vr1 16 r6 nÿ 2;
2anÿ1x bnÿ1 if vnÿ16 x6 t:
8<:
Note that g is well-defined at each vr, because the formulas for gx on vrÿ1; vr
and vr; vr1 dier by ÿ1vr  4vr ÿ x, and this dierence is zero when x  vr.
We see also that gt  ÿg0.
We next define g on t; 2t by
gt  x  ÿgx 06 x6 t:
Finally, noting that g2t  g0, we define gx for all other real x so that g
becomes periodic with period 2t. The resulting real function g is piecewise-
linear and continuous with range ÿe; e, where e  maxfgx : x 2 0; 2tg. The
gradient of g changes only at the points vi i 2 Z where vjrnÿ1  vj  rt
j 2 f1; 2; . . . ; nÿ 1g; r 2 Z. We will regard v rt (r 2 Z) as additional labels
for a vertex v 2 f1; 2; . . . ; tg.
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For all even integers k not belonging to fvi : i 2 Zg we have MSk 
c 2gk, while, for odd k;MSk  cÿ 2gk  c 2gt  k.
In Lemma 2.2, we identify min MSk by considering the behaviour of the
function g.
Lemma 2.2. If minfgx : x 2 0; 2tg  ÿe, then min MSk  cÿ 2eÿ 2, and
this minimum value of MSk is attained at a vertex k adjacent to one or more of
the vertices v1; v2; . . . ; vnÿ1.
Proof. The minimum value of g will be attained at one or more of the points
v1; v2; . . . ; vnÿ1; t  v1; . . . ; t  vnÿ1. Suppose first that it is attained at vr (where
16 r6 nÿ 1): then the gradient of g changes from negative to positive at this
point, so that arÿ1 < 0 and ar > 0: It follows that arÿ1  ÿ1, ar  1, and vr
must be odd. If it happens that vr1 > vr  1, then the even integer k0  vr  1
lies in the interval vr; vr1, and gk0  ÿe 2; in this situation
MSk0   cÿ 2eÿ 2 is the minimum value taken by MSk. (We could equally
well consider the vertex vr ÿ 1.)
Suppose, however, that vr1  vr  1: then vr  1 is not an allowable value for
k. In this case, we have vr1 even and ar1  ÿ1. Since ÿe is the minimum value
taken by g, it must be the case that vr2  vr1  1. The value ÿeÿ 2 will now
be attained when k  vr2  1, unless vr2  1  vr3, in which case we consider
vr4  1, and so on. Since the values of g are not restricted to ÿe and ÿeÿ 2,
there must exist j such that vr2j1 > vr2j  1, so that gvr2j  1  ÿeÿ 2.
(Again, we could instead consider vrÿ2 ÿ 1 or vrÿ4 ÿ 1, etc.)
We assumed at the start that the minimum value of g is attained at a point in
0; t. But similar arguments apply if instead it is attained at a point in t; 2t: if
the minimum value is taken at t  vr, then, since the gradients of g at this point
are ÿ2arÿ1 and ÿ2ar, we have arÿ1 > 0, ar < 0, and vr is even (i.e. t  vr is odd).
The minimum value of MSk is taken at k  t  vr  1 – or, equivalently, at the
vertex vr  1 – unless this happens to coincide with vr1, etc.
Finally, note that in all cases min MSk is attained at a vertex adjacent to
one or more of the vertices vj. 
It follows from Lemma 2.2 that if S  fp1; p2; . . . ; png is a subset of the
vertex set of Ct in which one of the pj is not adjacent to any other pj, then the
value of MS can be reduced by replacing this vertex by a suitable one adja-
cent to another element of S. Repetition of this process as many times as
necessary will result in a set S whose elements occur in clumps of two or more
and for which the value of MS is smaller than its starting value. (We call
fpr; pr1; . . . ; prsg s P 1 a clump if pi1  pi  1 r6 i6 r  sÿ 1,
pi1 > pi  1 (i  r ÿ 1, i  r  s).) We next show that if any of these clumps
are odd (i.e. contain an odd number of the pj) then the value of MS can be
reduced still further.
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Lemma 2.3. If S contains an odd clump, then the value of MS can be reduced by
moving one of the end-vertices of the clump to a suitable position adjacent to some
other clump.
Proof. Replace one of the end-vertices of the odd clump by a variable vertex k,
and let the resulting set of vertices be Sk  fv1; v2; . . . ; vnÿ1; kg. We can suppose,
without loss of generality, that the vertex replaced by k is vr ÿ 1, where
fvr; vr1; . . . ; vr2mÿ1g is an even clump of fv1; v2; . . . ; vnÿ1g. Note that we have
vrÿ16 vr ÿ 3 and vr2m P vr2mÿ1  2.
Let minfgx : x 2 0; 2tg  ÿe: then min MSk  cÿ 2eÿ 2, by Lemma
2.2 We will show that the minimum value of MSk is not attained at either of
the points vr ÿ 1, t  vr ÿ 1. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that
gvr ÿ 1  ÿeÿ 2. Note first that it is not possible for arÿ1 to be greater
than 1, because then gvr ÿ 2 would be less than ÿe; and for a similar reason
arÿ1 cannot be less than ÿ1. If arÿ1 were equal to 1, then gvr ÿ 3 would be
equal to ÿeÿ 2, again not possible. We deduce that arÿ1  ÿ1. However, we
then have ar  1, so that vr is odd, and it follows, as in the proof of Lemma
2.2, that gvr1  ÿeÿ 2; gvr2  ÿe; . . . ; gvr2mÿ1  ÿeÿ 2. This
implies that gvr2mÿ1  2  ÿeÿ 2, a final contradiction. If we suppose in-
stead that gt  vr ÿ 1  ÿeÿ 2, we obtain that arÿ1  1, and this leads to a
contradiction as before. This shows that the minimum value of MSk is not
attained at one of the ends of the even clump fvr; vr1; . . . ; vr2mÿ1g; and we
can see similarly that it is not attained at vr2mÿ1  1, the other end of the
clump.
It follows, by Lemma 2.2, that a smaller value of MS is attained with k
adjacent to some other element of fv1; v2; . . . ; vnÿ1g. 
Proof of Proposition 2.1. It follows from Lemma 2.3 that a set S for which
MS is minimal contains only even clumps. If jSj  2h, then S can therefore be
regarded as consisting of h pairs of adjacent vertices. Now for any
r; s 2 f1; 2; . . . ; tg
mr;s  mr;s1  mr1;s  mr1;s1  4 if r  s;0 if r 6 s:

Thus MS  4h for any such set S, and the result follows.
We can now establish our result which characterizes LKt when t is odd.
Theorem 2.4. Let t be an odd integer P 5; and let G be a maximal graph with Ct
as a star complement for ÿ2. Then G is the line graph LKt:
Proof. We consider an arbitrary vertex v in a star set X for ÿ2: With the no-
tation above, we have MS  8: Since all the entries of M are odd integers, it
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follows that jSj is even. Suppose first that jSj  2 : say S  fp1; p2g, where
16 p1 < p26 t. Then
MS  4t  p1 ÿ p2 if p1; p2 have the same parity;
4p2 ÿ p1 if p1; p2 have opposite parities;

In either case, MS is congruent to 4 (mod 8), which contradicts MS  8.
Thus jSjP 4 and so, by Proposition 2.1, jSj  4, and S consists of two pairs of
adjacent vertices of Ct.
The maximum number of distinct such sets S is 1
2
tt ÿ 3; and it follows that
the star set X contains at most 1
2
tt ÿ 3 vertices. Since the line graph LKt has
Ct as an induced subgraph, and has ÿ2 as an eigenvalue of multiplicity
1
2
tt ÿ 3 (see e.g. [3]) it is a maximal graph with star complement Ct:
Uniqueness is due to the fact mentioned earlier that if H is a star complement
then H-neighbourhoods determine adjacencies amongst vertices of a corre-
sponding star set. 
Remark 1. It is clear from the above proof that no graph has C3 as a star
complement for ÿ2.
An immediate corollary of Theorem 2.4 is the following result, which
characterizes line graphs of Hamiltonian graphs with an odd number of ver-
tices:
Corollary 2.5. Let t be an odd integer P 3. A graph G is the line graph of a t-
vertex Hamiltonian graph if and only if either G  Ct or has Ct as a star com-
plement for ÿ2.
Proof. By Theorem 2.4, if G has Ct as a star complement for ÿ2, then G is an
induced subgraph of LKt containing Ct as an induced subgraph. G is therefore
the line graph of a t-vertex Hamiltonian graph. Conversely, if G0 is a Hamil-
tonian graph with t vertices, then G  LG0 is an induced subgraph of LKt
and has Ct as an induced subgraph. If G 6 Ct, then G has Ct as a star com-
plement for ÿ2. 
3. Star complement Cr [ Cs (r; s odd)
In this section we find a characterization of LKt when t is even. An im-
mediate observation is that, since ÿ2 is an eigenvalue of Ct whenever t is even,
Ct cannot be a star complement for ÿ2 in this situation. Instead we consider
Cr [ Cs, where r and s are odd, with r  s  t. We first require an analogue of
Proposition 2.1 for sets S with an odd number of members. We retain the
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notation and terminology of Section 2. Note the following change: while the
numbers ar continue to change in steps of 2, they are now all even integers. The
minimum value of gx on 0; 2t will now be attained at all points of some
interval on which g is constant.
If S  fp1; p2; . . . ; png, where 16 p1 < p2 <    < pn6 t, we will refer to the n
paths induced in Ct with end-vertices pj, pj1 (j  1; 2; . . . ; nÿ 1) and pn, p1, as
the paths determined by S.
Proposition 3.1. Let t be an odd integer P 3, and let S be a subset of the vertex
set of Ct. If jSj is odd, with jSj  n, then MSP t, with equality if and only if
each of the n paths determined by S contains an odd number of edges.
Proof. Let NS denote the number of changes of parity in the sequence
p1; p2; . . . ; pn. Then 06NS6 nÿ 1, and NS  nÿ 1 if and only if the n
paths all contain an odd number of edges. In this situation, p1; p3; . . . ; pn are
odd and p2; p4; . . . ; pnÿ1 are even (or vice versa), and we then have
MS 
Xn
i1
Xn
j1
mpi ;pj
 t
Xn
i1

 
ÿ 1pi
! Xn
j1

 
ÿ 1pj
!
 4
Xn
i1
ÿ1pi pi
(
ÿ
Xiÿ1
j1
 ÿ 1pj 
Xn
ji1
 ÿ 1pj
)
 t:
Suppose now that NS < nÿ 1: we must show that MS > t. Since
NS < nÿ 1, there exists j 2 f1; 2; . . . ; nÿ 1g such that pj and pj1 have the
same parity. Let Sk be the set obtained from S by replacing pj1 by a variable
element k. If Sk  fv1; v2; . . . ; vnÿ1; kg, where 16 v1 < v2 <    < vnÿ16 t, and
k 2 f1; 2; . . . ; tg n fv1; v2; . . . ; vnÿ1g, then vj  pj < pj1 < pj2  vj1. If the
minimum value of gx is attained at points of the interval vr; vr1 (for some r)
then arÿ1  ÿ2; ar  0; ar1  2, and it follows that vr and vr1 are both odd.
The interval therefore contains the even integer vr  1, and MSk attains its
minimum value at this value of k. The other possibility for the interval is
t  vr; t  vr1, in which case arÿ1  2; ar  0; ar1  ÿ2; vr and vr1 are even;
and MSk takes its minimum value at k  vr  1 again.
Suppose it is not possible to choose k such that MSk < MS: then MSk
attains its minimum value at k  pj1. If pj1 is even then vj and vj1 are odd, so
that pj vj and pj1 have opposite parities, and this is contrary to hypothesis.
The same conclusion holds if pj1 is odd, and this contradiction shows that
MSk does not take its minimum value at pj1. We therefore have that
MSq < MS for some integer q; and if q 2 vr; vr1 then q has opposite
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parity to vr and vr1. It follows that NSqP NS  1. Repetition of this
process as many times as necessary leads to a set S0 for which MS0 < MS
and NS 0  nÿ 1. From above, MS0  t, and the result follows. 
Theorem 3.2. Let t be an even integer P 6; and let G be a maximal graph with
Cr [ Cs as a star complement for ÿ2; where r, s are odd integers P 3 with
r  s  t. If t 6 8 then G is the line graph LKt:
Proof. We apply Theorem 1.1 with l  ÿ2 and
C  C1 O
O C2
 
;
where C1; C2 are adjacency matrices for the cycles Cr; Cs; respectively. Writing
BT  BT1 jBT2 ; we obtain
ÿ2I ÿ AX  BT1 ÿ2I ÿ C1ÿ1B1  BT2 ÿ2I ÿ C2ÿ1B2:
Let v be an arbitrary vertex in X ; and write M1  42I  C1ÿ1;
M2  42I  C2ÿ1; S1  fu 2 V C1 : u  vg; S2  fu 2 V C2 : u  vg: Then
comparison of the v; v-entries yields
M1S1 M2S2  8:
Suppose that M1S1 and M2S2 are odd. Then jS1j and jS2j are odd, and
Proposition 3.1 gives that t6 8: Assuming that t 6 8; it follows that r  s  3:
However, it is easily checked that in this case M1S1  M2S2  3: This
contradiction shows that M1S1 and M2S2 are even, and Proposition 2.1 then
shows that there are just three possibilities: (i) M1S1  M2S2  4;
(ii) M1S1  8; M2S2  0; (iii) M1S1  0; M2S2  8:
In case (i), v is adjacent to a pair of adjacent vertices of Cr and to a pair of
adjacent vertices of Cs : at most rs such vertices can be members of X. In case
(ii), v is adjacent to two pairs of adjacent vertices of Cr (and has no neighbours
in Cs): at most 12 rr ÿ 3 such vertices are possible. Similarly, in case (iii), there
are at most 1
2
ssÿ 3 vertices in X : The maximum number of vertices in X is
therefore at most rs 1
2
rr ÿ 3  1
2
ssÿ 3  1
2
tt ÿ 3. Since LKt has
Cr [ Cs as an induced subgraph, the conclusion follows as in the proof of
Theorem 3.2. 
In the case of the star complement C3 [ C5, no unique maximal graph
exists: computer calculations due to Lepovic [9] show that there are 434 non-
isomorphic maximal graphs, the number of vertices ranging from 29 to 36. As
the proof of Theorem 3.2 shows, a graph with star complement C3 [ C5 for
ÿ2 may contain vertices with an odd number of neighbours in each of C3 and
C5. Such graphs are of interest in the context of the so-called ‘exceptional
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graphs’. A graph is exceptional if it is connected, has least eigenvalue greater
than or equal to ÿ2, and is not a generalized line graph (see e.g. [1–3,6,7]).
Exceptional graphs have at most 36 vertices, and all those with least eigen-
value strictly greater than ÿ2 have been found explicitly (see e.g. [7, Theorem
2.1]).
Proposition 3.3. Let G be a graph with C3 [ C5 as a star complement for ÿ2, and
suppose that G contains a vertex with an odd number of neighbours in the C5
component of the star complement. Then G is an exceptional graph with least
eigenvalue equal to ÿ2.
Proof. Let v be a vertex adjacent to an odd number of vertices of C5. Then, in
the notation of the proof of Theorem 3.2, M1S1  3 and M2S2  5. The first
of these is satisfied whenever S1 consists of a single vertex or all three vertices of
C3, while the second holds when S2 consists of (i) a single vertex, or (ii) three
consecutive vertices, or (iii) all five vertices, of C5. The graph G is therefore
connected, and it also has least eigenvalue ÿ2. One way to prove that it is not a
generalized line graph is to show that it contains, as an induced subgraph, one
of the 31 forbidden subgraphs G1; . . . ;G31 given in [3, Theorem 4.11]. This is
immediate, since the subgraph of G induced by v and the vertices of C5 is G19 in
case (i), G15 in case (ii), and G17 in case (iii). The result follows. 
It is interesting to note that there is just one maximal graph with the largest
possible number, 36, of vertices. This graph has a star set consisting of all 20
possible vertices with an even number of neighbours in C3 and C5, together
with 3 vertices adjacent to a single vertex of C3 and to all five vertices of C5, and
5 vertices adjacent to all three vertices of C3 and to three consecutive vertices of
C5. Each of the 8 vertices with an odd number of neighbours in C3 and C5 has
degree 28, while all other vertices of the graph have degree 18.
The result in Theorem 3.2 may be generalized:
Theorem 3.4. Let H  [ni1Cti be a union of odd cycles which does not have
C3 [ C5 as a subgraph. If G is a maximal graph with star complement H for ÿ2
then G  LKt, where t 
Pn
i1 ti.
Proof. With an obvious extension of notation, we have
Pn
i1 MiSi  8: This
allows the following possibilities: (i) MiSi  3; MjSj  5 for some i and j,
with all others equal to 0; (ii) MiSi  8 for one value of i; with all others equal
to 0; (iii) two of the MiSi equal to 4, with all others equal to 0. The first of
these can occur only when ti  3; tj  5, a possibility excluded by hypothesis.
The maximum number of vertices in a star set for ÿ2 is thereforePn
i1
1
2
titi ÿ 3  12
Pn
i1
P
j 6i titj  12 tt ÿ 3, and the result follows as in the
proof of Theorem 2.4. 
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